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Case Study (Updated for 2022)

ACAI & Gather

3.5% - 5.6% Revenue
Driven with Referrals
How Gather's tiered referral program
uniquely boosts  revenue 



Customer to Customer Referral Advertising

Customer to Customer (C2C) referrals are the most credible
form of advertising.

Referral programs realise both revenue increases and non
tangible benefits of peer to peer brand awareness.

Referral programs usually contribute 2% to revenue. Here
you will learn how ACAI's referral program, with Gather,
improved upon this benchmark.

Referral programs increase return on investment (ROI) from
advertising by driving more sales for the same Cost per
Acquisition (CPA).

WHY DO RETAILERS USE THIS METHOD?



83% 
of customers, trust recommendations made by
friends or family (Nielsen)

01 — Roxborough House, 1997
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Why Traditional Referral Programs Leave
Revenue on the Table

TOO MUCH OF AN ASK

Relying on the customer to convert their contacts to
become customers, without assistance, is in many cases
too much of an ask.



Why Traditional Referral Programs Leave
Revenue on the Table

LACK OF FOLLOW UP

Many referral programs lack automated follow up and
motivational communication.



Why Traditional Referral Programs
Leave Revenue on the Table

LACK OF INCENTIVE ALIGNMENT

When referred friends do not benefit from a referral (and only
the advocates do), this sometimes causes misalignment in
incentives. 

Advocates may be reluctant to refer their friends. Their friends
may be reluctant to accept invitations without an incentive.

You are likely to get better performance when your customer
knows that their friends are also being rewarded for the
referral.



The Gather
Solution

DISCOVER HOW GATHER'S TOOLS CAN
TRANSFORM YOUR GROWTH AND ROI

 



Tiered Referral Programs

A tiered (or milestone) referral program starts  by
asking a customer to perform an easy,  attainable
behaviour.

Through motivation to continually take action,  the
level of behaviour increases in difficultly, and the
rewards increase in value.



Popular Online Tiered Referral
Programs

Morning Brew referral program: 1 million +
subscribers. 30% of subscribers are sourced from
referrals.

Harry's referral program: Tiered referral program:
100k subscribers in 1 week.

The Hustle referral program: Tiered referral program.
500k subscribers, 70k referred subscribers.

caveat: Morning Brew, Harry's and The Hustle do not use the
Gather software and have no association with Gather.



Popular Tiered Referral Program
Examples

What does Morning Brew's, Harry's and The Hustle's

referral programs have in common? 

They all utilise a tiered approach.

Gather gives you a tiered referral solution out of the

box.

No coding required.

caveat: Morning Brew, Harry's and The Hustle do not use the
Gather software and  have no association with Gather.



ACAI 

OUTDOORWEAR
 

ECOMMERCE, DIRECT TO CONSUMER, TIERED REFERRAL
PROGRAM

 

customer showcase
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Background

ACAI is a unique outdoor clothing design brand, on a

mission to revolutionise all women's experience

outdoors.

ACAI operates on the philosophy that style should not

be a barrier to enjoying nature. This is reflected in

ACAI's increasingly popular products, where style is

interwoven with practicality. For example, flexible and

water repellent materials are used in ACAI's stylish

range.

Recently, the brand has attracted media attention (eg.

the Huffington Post), as well as the attention of

thousands of women, not only as  customers but as fans

and advocates.



Great Candidate

Outstanding reviews show a highly engaged

customer base.

A business model that allows for returning

customers and repeat purchases.

A unique brand and story.

When ACAI first approached Gather, they presented  as

an ideal candidate for a customer to customer referral

program:



Mission

ACAI's objective was to promote its unique brand in
a peer to peer way. 

Since the most credible form of advertising is word of
mouth, ACAI wanted to place customer referrals as
an integral part of its marketing mix.



Approach -Tiered Referrals

Gather's tiered referral capability was key to ACAI's

approach to growing sales through word of mouth.

With Gather's tiered programs, ACAI was able to

incentivise repeat referrals through gamification.

An important piece of the program design was to

give customers a reason to keep coming back and

make new referrals.

The more referrals a customer made, the more 

 valuable the rewards they unlocked.
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Approach - Sales Transactions Tracking

Gather's integration with the Shopify ecommerce cart

allowed ACAI to deploy a referral program that

automatically tracked referred transactions.

Every successful referral an ACAI customer leads to, at

least, 1  new order, and up to 2 sale transactions:

transactions from the newly referred friend and

transactions from the existing customer.
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Approach - Making Referrals Central

Designing a dedicated Refer a Friend landing page,

FAQ's and clear copy.

Making referral calls to action (CTA's) part of ACAI 's

customer communications, namely email

marketing.

Adding a post-purchase overlay CTA for referring a

friend, using Gather's overlay functionality.

Facilitating followups and notifications to

advocates and their friends as part of the program,

using Gather's capabilities.

ACAI focused on making the referral program an

integral part of the customer journey, including:
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Results
 

 



Between 3.5% & 5.6% of ACAI's
Revenue is generated with the

Referral Program.
 

(Exceeding industry standards.)

 

 



Results Details - Year 1

Based on approx 12 months of the referral program
performance data, ACAI was able to generate between 3.4%
and 4.8% extra revenue with the Gather tiered referral
program.

The Breakdown
3.4% of sales were generated by customers' friends.

1.4% of` sales were generated from advocates.

Caveat
Some of the sales made by advocates (existing customers)
would have been made regardless of the referral program, and
some would have been made as a result of advocates being
rewarded for referring a friend. That is why the data shows an
increase in revenue in the range of 3.4% - 4.8%.



Results Details - Year 2

Based on approx 12 months of the referral program
performance data, ACAI was able to generate between 3.6%
and 6.4% extra revenue with the Gather tiered referral
program.

The Breakdown
3.6% of sales were generated by customers' friends.

2.8% of` sales were generated from the advocates.

Caveat
Some of the sales made by advocates (existing customers)
would have been made regardless of the referral program, and
some would have been made as a result of advocates being
rewarded for referring a friend. That is why the data shows an
increase in revenue in the range of 3.6% - 6.4%.



Why ACAI's Referral Program Exceeded
Industry Performance Averages?

ACAI's unique and strong USP appeals to women around
the world, many of whom are fans of ACAI's mission.

Implementing a tiered reward system, means ACAI are able
to provide compelling rewards to  their customers. The more
friends a customer refers, the more valuable their rewards.

ACAI strategically gave the referral program significant
exposure.

Though it is difficult to pin point the exact drivers  behind ACAI's
referral program performance, we have compiled a number of
attributes that may have contributed to ACAI's excellent referral
program performance:



What does 3.5% - 5.6%
revenue contribution

look like for you?
 

 



Example

$350,000  to $560,000 
 per annum in additional

revenue.
 

As part of  a $10 million revenue business.
Driven with automation.

 

 



ABOUT GATHER
The Peer to Peer Marketing Platform

The Gather platform and services are built in close
collaboration with customers. Gather unlocks
higher growth output from  your customer
database, and increases ROI from your advertising
efforts.



What Customers Say...

LARA BEARED - DIGITAL MARKETING AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER, ROSES ONLY SINGAPORE & MR ROSES

“ Best app ever! If you are
looking for an app to
provide increased
conversion along with
hands-on, dedicated &
tentative support, this is the
app for you!“



What Customers Say...



WE PARTNER, INTEGRATE
WITH, AND SERVE THE
BEST

YOU ARE
IN GREAT
COMPANY

South China Morning Post



NEXT

There are many different types of referral programs,

each of which best suits certain business models.

ACAI's referral program design was unique to its

business model and business environment.

Book a strategy call and a Gather demo with us

where we will explore your business model, make

recommendations on a customer-to-customer referral

program that bests suits your business.

Simply head to gathercustomers.com and click on

Request a Free Demo.

https://hq.gathercustomers.com/


Go to:
 

gathercustomers.com 
 

and book a free strategy call.

 

 


